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An absolute MUST HAVE book for anyone who is housebound with a chronic illness or disability!
Through very cleverly worded rhyming poetry, the publication also provides concepts on fun activities
that a housebound person can enjoy.This beautifully illustrated picture book is truly inspiring and may just
supply the game changing message that you will be looking for to help you move forward with your life.I
understand first hand that getting housebound and a " I created this easy to read 17 page picture book to
show everyone from young to old that whilst life is different now, it can be a fulfilling and pleasurable
experience. is no easy task!full-time patient"Author - Bradley Simmonds
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Very inspiring Outstanding book with a lovely message of hope and positivity. Great suggestions even for
those without illness to have a more balanced life. Inspiring What a good plan and a distinctive model to
inspire oneself in addition to others. Words of truth, courage and positivity An awesome book compiled
by Bradley, a brave battler of CFS/ME, proving to us all that each so called cloud has its individual silver
lining... Great assistance and terms of wisdom to help and assist those that feel lost of their chronic
illness. Well done upon this book Brad, you have made more of a direct effect through your journey than
many of us without Chronic Disease can boast, so proud of you mate! A welcome and timely message for
all, brilliant usage of physical and emotional talent. For everyone that live with a long term condition -
PLEASE READ! This can help a lot of people through the challenging spots. Great job Bradley. Xx ? ????
What an incredible concept turned into an incredible book. An excellent read for both patients and family
and friends of somebody who is understanding how to cope with a sickness that drastically adjustments
their life situation. I've battled with the dreaded "black dog" for even more years than I treatment to keep
in mind and find books like this inspirational. I take my hat off for you B Guy, you are an motivation to
people, and I wish you well! A great book An inspirational read for individuals who may be struggling to
adjust to a different life-style due to chronic illness or disability. I must say i enjoyed the range of
suggested activities and the message about getting your very own best friend (rather than worst enemy).
Rethinking your paradigm Sometimes it’s hard to change our attitude to illness, but this little book is (in a
light-hearted way) doing just that.! Changing lives I was privileged enough to get a viewing first hand
with the author and certainly appreciated all of the hard work placed into creating the publication.
Brilliantly written from a patient's perspective with wonderful illustrations. Nice job B-rad! Terrific book
for anybody who finds themselves with an unexpected change within their lives because of illness. Having
known "B Man" for a great number of years I find it commendable that he has written this light-hearted,
yet very poignant publication regarding a condition he lives with. I can definately see the value to
someone who may be experiencing a chronic disease and encourage anyone and everyone to get a read.
A Full-Time Patient While I have no conception of what it should be like to be in this situation the
message in this book is inspirational and is practical on so many levels. Five Stars Great light-hearted read
for anyone who's existence has changed dramatically because of illness!
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